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A B S T R A C T

Communication between auditory and vocal motor nuclei is essential for vocal learning. In songbirds, the nucleus interfacialis of the nidopallium (NIf) is part of a sensorimotor loop, along with auditory nucleus avalanche (Av) and song system nucleus HVC, that links the auditory and song systems. Most of the auditory information comes through this sensorimotor loop, with the projection from NIf to HVC representing the largest single source of auditory information to the song system. In addition to providing the majority of HVC’s auditory input, NIf is also the primary driver of spontaneous activity and premotor-like bursting during sleep in HVC. Like HVC and RA, two nuclei critical for song learning and production, NIf exhibits behavioral-state dependent auditory responses and strong motor bursts that precede song output. NIf also exhibits extended periods of fast gamma oscillations following vocal production. Based on the converging evidence from studies of physiology and functional connectivity it would be reasonable to expect NIf to play an important role in the learning, maintenance, and production of song. Surprisingly, however, lesions of NIf in adult zebra finches have no effect on song production or maintenance. Only the plastic song produced by juvenile zebra finches during the sensorimotor phase of song learning is affected by NIf lesions. In this review, we carefully examine what is known about NIf at the anatomical, physiological, and behavioral levels. We reexamine conclusions drawn from previous studies in the light of our current understanding of the song system, and establish what can be said with certainty about NIf’s involvement in song learning, maintenance, and production. Finally, we review recent theories of song learning integrating possible roles for NIf within these frameworks and suggest possible parallels between NIf and sensorimotor areas that form part of the neural circuitry for speech processing in humans.
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1. Introduction

Songbirds offer a tremendous opportunity for studying the sensorimotor integration underlying vocal learning. Like humans, oscine songbirds learn to reproduce conspecific vocalizations during development through a process that requires vocal practice and auditory feedback (Doupe and Kuhl, 2008; Tschida and Mooney, 2012). Songbirds evaluate their vocal performance by using auditory feedback from self-produced vocalizations and use this performance evaluation to adjust motor patterns, gradually shaping vocal output to match a stored template of tutor song (Williams, 2008). Thus, song learning is critically dependent on the action and interaction of the auditory and vocal-motor systems. While a great deal of progress has been made towards understanding how each of these systems functions independently, far less is understood regarding the interactions between them that enable song learning and maintenance. Part of the difficulty in understanding these interactions can be attributed to the nucleus that sits at the interface of the auditory and song systems: the nucleus interfacialis of the nidopallium (NIf). Despite numerous studies designed to elucidate the function of NIf and the importance of its sensorimotor input to the song system, the role of NIf in song learning and production remains unclear.

In songbirds, higher-order auditory processing occurs in the auditory forebrain by a set of highly interconnected structures organized much like auditory cortex in mammals (Jarvis et al., 2005; Wang et al., 2010). These auditory structures include the Field L complex, the avian homologue of primary auditory cortex in mammals, and secondary auditory areas NCM (caudomedial nidopallium) and CM (caudal mesopallium). Motor production of song in oscine songbirds is controlled by a network of discrete sensorimotor nuclei that are collectively referred to as the song system (Nottebohm et al., 1976, 1982). The song system (Fig. 1) consists of two main pathways: the descending motor pathway and the anterior forebrain pathway (AFP). The descending motor pathway is made up of the telencephalic nucleus HVC (used as a proper name) and its efferent target RA (the robust nucleus of the arcopallium), which sends projections to respiratory and vocal motor nuclei in the brainstem (Wild et al., 2000; Wild, 2004). Converging evidence from lesions (Simpson and Vicario, 1990; Aronov et al., 2008), electrical stimulation (Vu et al., 1994), localized cooling (Long and Fee, 2008; Aronov et al., 2011), and single cell recordings (Hahnloser et al., 2002, 2006) indicate that HVC drives the descending motor pathway to shape many of the spectrototemporal features of song. The anterior forebrain pathway consists of a basal ganglia–thalamo-cortical circuit that indirectly links HVC to RA and is critical for song learning (Brainard and Doupe, 2000a). In addition to these two pathways, the song system also contains two recurrent “thalamo-cortical” pathways that indirectly link RA back to HVC (Schmidt et al., 2004). One of these pathways provides ascending feedback to NIf and HVC from the vocal-respiratory brainstem via thalamic nucleus uvaiformis (Uva) and is critical for normal song production (Stiedter and Vu, 1998; Coleman and Vu, 2005; Ashmore et al., 2008; Akutagawa and Konishi, 2010).

The central location of HVC and its critical importance for song learning and production (Mooney, 2009) have led to numerous studies seeking to understand how activity in HVC influences the activity of other nuclei in the song system. In this review, we focus on NIf, one of the nuclei, which most strongly influences HVC’s own neural activity (Cardin and Schmidt, 2004b; Coleman and Mooney, 2004; Cardin et al., 2005). Like other song system nuclei, NIf exhibits both auditory and vocal–motor activity. Auditory activity in NIf is of particular interest because NIf’s input to HVC is the largest single source of auditory information to the song system (Vates et al., 1996; Cardin and Schmidt, 2004a; Coleman and Mooney, 2004; Cardin et al., 2005; Bauer et al., 2008). In addition, NIf provides nearly all of HVC’s spontaneous excitatory drive (Cardin and Schmidt, 2004a; Cardin et al., 2005), has premotor bursts that precede similar bursts in HVC (McCasland, 1987; Lewandowski and Schmidt, 2011), and drives the replay of premotor-like bursting in HVC during sleep (Hahnloser and Fee, 2007). Given the critical necessity of HVC for song learning and production,
NIf is well positioned to have a significant impact on song system function. Paradoxically, while inactivation of NIf affects song production (Naie and Hahnloser, 2011) and learning (Roberts et al., 2012) during the critical sensorimotor learning phase, bilateral lesions of NIf appear to have little effect on the production and auditory-feedback dependent maintenance of song (Cardin et al., 2005; Roy and Mooney, 2009). In this review we discuss these and other findings relevant to NIf and examine what can be said with confidence about NIf's function in the song system and what awaits additional experimental verification. Finally, we discuss the possible role that NIf may play in song learning and maintenance.

2. Anatomical and physiological characteristics of NIf

2.1. Cytoarchitecture and cellular organization of NIf

NIf lies at the interface of the auditory forebrain and the song system both functionally and physically. NIf is embedded between the auditory forebrain areas L1 and L2a, two major subdivisions of the Field L complex (Fortune and Margoliash, 1992, 1995). It is a small, irregularly shaped nucleus consisting of a thin plate of cells extending dorsocaudally from the dorsal medullary lamina along the anterior surface of L2a (see Fortune and Margoliash, 1992 for a three-dimensional reconstruction of NIf within the Field L complex). Its neurons are distributed without any obvious clustering or orientation, with the exception of neurons near the borders of NIf, which tend to orient along the border (Fortune and Margoliash, 1995). The auditory forebrain contains at least five distinct neural subtypes with one type (the ‘type 5 neuron’) found exclusively in NIf (Fortune and Margoliash, 1992). Type 5 neurons are relatively large and have two distinct types of dendrites: thin dendrites with almost no branching and moderate spine density, and thick dendrites with many branches but an unusual lack of dendritic spines up to their first branch point. Retrograde tracers injected into HVC label primarily type 5 cells in NIf (Fortune and Margoliash, 1995). Some of the type 5 cells labeled along the border of NIf have extensive dendritic arbors extending into the L1 subdivision of Field L (Fortune and Margoliash, 1995); however, it remains unclear whether these dendrites receive input from Field L or its afferents (Vates et al., 1996; Bauer et al., 2008).

2.2. Functional connectivity

2.2.1. Afferent input

Auditory inputs to NIf originate primarily from CM, a secondary auditory area that is strongly innervated by various subdivisions of the Field L complex (Wild et al., 1993; Vates et al., 1996) and shares a reciprocal connection with the secondary auditory area, NCM (Vates et al., 1996). Most of the auditory input from CM to NIf originates from a subdivision of CM, known as nucleus avalanche (Av), that is defined by its strong reciprocal connections with both NIf and HVC (Nottebohm et al., 1982; Akutagawa and Konishi, 2010). NIf also receives a likely somatosensory input from the rostral Wulst (Wild and Williams, 1999). Finally, NIf may receive multisensory (somatosensory, visual and auditory) input from Uva, which also projects directly to HVC (Bischof and Engelcare, 1985; Wild, 1994; Coleman et al., 2007; Mendez et al., 2009). Uva’s projections to NIf and HVC arise from two separate and non-overlapping populations of neurons (Akutagawa and Konishi, 2010). Uva plays a critical role in providing feedback from the brainstem respiratory/vocal-motor complex during singing (Okuhata and Nottebohm, 1992; Williams and Vicario, 1993; Schmidt et al., 2004; Ashmore et al., 2005; Coleman and Vu, 2005; Ashmore et al., 2008) and is believed to influence auditory responses driven via NIf and CM (Coleman and Mooney, 2004; Akutagawa and Konishi, 2005; Coleman et al., 2007; Hahnloser et al., 2008).

2.2.2. Efferent projections

NIf has two known efferent targets that link it directly to the song system: Av and HVC. The influence of NIf’s input on activity in Av has yet to be investigated. Much more is known about the excitatory projection from NIf to HVC and the importance of this projection for the learning, maintenance, and production of song is a primary focus of this review. NIf is also reciprocally connected to the hyperpallium accessorium in the rostral Wulst, a somatosensory telencephalic area (Wild and Williams, 1999). A somatosensory role for NIf remains currently underexplored and will not be discussed in this review.

2.3. NIf is the primary source of spontaneous excitatory drive to HVC

Though the details of NIf’s influence on HVC during song are not yet clear, activity in both structures is tightly correlated (Cardin and Schmidt, 2004a) with NIf activity typically preceding HVC activity by less than 2 msec (Coleman and Mooney, 2004). In non-singing anesthetized birds, paired recordings of multunit activity in NIf and intracellular activity in HVC reveal that spontaneous bursts in NIf precede excitatory postsynaptic potentials (EPSPs) in RA-projecting HVC neurons (HVCRA), HVC interneurons (HVCInt), and Area X-projecting HVC neurons (HVCX), although in the latter cell type, initial EPSPs are followed by inhibition, possibly due to input from HVC interneurons (Coleman and Mooney, 2004). These results suggest that NIf provides a direct short-latency excitatory input to HVC. In support of this conclusion, inactivation of NIf severely attenuates both auditory responses and spontaneous firing in HVC (Cardin and Schmidt, 2004a; Cardin et al., 2005; Roy and Mooney, 2009). Furthermore, injection into NIf of the GABA_A-agonist muscimol or the sodium channel blocker lidocaine leads to transient elimination of bursting activity in HVC (Cardin and Schmidt, 2004a). Interestingly, despite the effect on bursts, HVCInt neurons keep spiking after NIf inactivation, suggesting that spontaneous HVCInt activity composed of single spikes is not driven by NIf (Hahnloser et al., 2008).

3. Auditory responses in NIf and HVC

3.1. Auditory inputs to NIf and the song system

In order to utilize auditory feedback to shape and maintain vocal motor patterns, auditory information must reach the song system. To date, two pathways have been identified by which auditory information can reach NIf and the rest of the song system: one involves direct projections from secondary auditory area CM to NIf and HVC, while the other indirectly links the brainstem nucleus LLV (ventral nucleus of the lateral lemniscus) to NIf and HVC via the thalamic nucleus Uva (Vates et al., 1996; Coleman et al., 2007; Shaeveitz and Theunissen, 2007; Akutagawa and Konishi, 2010).

The primary auditory input to NIf comes from Av, a subregion of CM (Vates et al., 1996; Akutagawa and Konishi, 2010). Av is distinguished from the rest of CM by its reciprocal connections with both NIf and HVC (Akutagawa and Konishi, 2010). NIf also appears to receive sparse projections from other parts of CM (Vates et al., 1996); however, because Av has been characterized so recently, it is currently difficult to evaluate whether some of the projections between CM and NIf described in previous studies originated from outside the borders of Av. A detailed analysis of auditory tuning in Av neurons has yet to be conducted; however, it has been shown that response selectivity in anesthetized birds for the bird’s own
song (BOS) over other auditory stimuli is higher in Av than in other regions of CM (Akutagawa and Konishi, 2010). The second auditory pathway, which links nucleus LLV to NIf and HVC via the intermediary of Uva (Coleman et al., 2007), is less well described and its role is currently unclear, but unlike Av input, LLV input to HVC does not contribute to BOS selectivity in HVC (Coleman et al., 2007; Bauer et al., 2008).

Despite receiving a direct auditory projection from Av, two pieces of evidence indicate that the majority of auditory information reaching HVC comes from NIf. First, simultaneous extracellular recordings from NIf and intracellular recordings in HVC show that stimulus-evoked auditory activity in NIf precedes subthreshold events in all HVC neural subtypes (Coleman and Mooney, 2004). Second, inactivation of NIf severely attenuates both subthreshold and suprathreshold responses to auditory stimuli in HVC (Cardin and Schmidt, 2004a; Coleman and Mooney, 2004; Cardin et al., 2005). Thus, both functional and anatomical studies agree that NIf is the largest single source of auditory information to HVC, and, by extension, the song system. Nevertheless, weak auditory responses can be elicited in HVC following NIf lesions and these disappear when CM is reversibly silenced (Bauer et al., 2008), indicating that HVC still receives some auditory input from CM, specifically Av (Akutagawa and Konishi, 2010). The connections between Av, NIf, and HVC form a loop at the interface of the auditory forebrain and the song system. The exact role of this Av-NIf-HVC loop in song learning and production is currently unknown, but all three nuclei have been implicated in song learning and/or production (Simpson and Vicario, 1990; Mooney, 2009; Lei and Mooney, 2010; Naie and Hahnloser, 2011; Roberts et al., 2012).

### 3.2. Auditory processing of song stimuli

Neurons in Field L, the primary cortical auditory area, are selective for complex combinations of spectral and temporal features found in natural stimuli, such as conspecific songs (Sen et al., 2001; Grace et al., 2003; Theunissen et al., 2004; Nagel and Doupe, 2008; Kim and Doupe, 2011), while CM, which receives input from Field L (Vates et al., 1996; Shaevitz and Theunissen, 2007) tends to be more selective for individual conspecific vocalizations (Gentner and Margoliash, 2003; Theunissen et al., 2004; Akutagawa and Konishi, 2010). CM appears to be the lowest stage of the main auditory pathway at which neurons start showing some specificity for BOS by responding more strongly to BOS than to time-reversed BOS (REVBOS) and conspecific song (Bauer et al., 2008), particularly when recordings are obtained from the Av subdivision of CM (Akutagawa and Konishi, 2010). In contrast to Field L, auditory responses in NIf and HVC are highly dependent on behavioral state and their responses in the awake bird tend to become much more variable in strength and less selective for BOS (Schmidt and Konishi, 1998; Cardin and Schmidt, 2003, 2004a; Raksin et al., 2012).

#### 3.2.1. Sleeping/anesthetized auditory responses

Song system nuclei, including NIf, exhibit selective responses for BOS in each auditory stimuli in sleeping/anesthetized birds (Janata and Margoliash, 1999; Cardin and Schmidt, 2004a; Coleman and Mooney, 2004). Given that NIf receives input from neurons in CM that are both BOS-selective and non-selective, it has been suggested that the increased selectivity for BOS is due to local processing within NIf (Bauer et al., 2008). While auditory responses in HVC are driven primarily by NIf, there are important differences in these two nuclei. First, NIf projection neurons tend to fire at many points throughout a BOS stimulus, while HVC projection neurons exhibit a much sparser firing pattern, with some neurons firing only a single burst of action potentials per song motif (Mooney, 2000; Coleman and Mooney, 2004). Second, while NIf neurons show preferences for BOS, they also respond significantly to non-BOS stimuli, such as the BOS played in reverse (REVBOS) and conspecific song, whereas HVC neurons respond very little to non-BOS stimuli (Janata and Margoliash, 1999; Cardin and Schmidt, 2004a; Coleman and Mooney, 2004; Bauer et al., 2008). It is important to note, however, that multunit auditory responses in NIf and subthreshold auditory responses in HVC are statistically indistinguishable, indicating that the sparse firing and increased BOS selectivity emerge at the level of HVC, possibly through a simple thresholding mechanism (Coleman and Mooney, 2004).

#### 3.2.2. Awake auditory responses

In the awake bird, auditory responses to BOS in both NIf and HVC tend to be much weaker than in the sedated or sleeping bird (Dave et al., 1998; Cardin and Schmidt, 2003, 2004a). Auditory responses are also much more variable, as revealed by strongly fluctuating response strengths measured over time at individual recording sites in NIf and HVC (Cardin and Schmidt, 2003, 2004a). In some cases auditory responses can fluctuate from strong to almost non-existent within minutes (Cardin and Schmidt, 2004a). Such modulation of auditory activity is not observed in Field L and it is currently thought to occur at the level of NIf and HVC (Schmidt and Konishi, 1998; Cardin and Schmidt, 2003; Rauske et al., 2003) through local neuromodulatory influences (see below). The possibility that some degree of modulation might occur in auditory forebrain areas such as CM has never been explicitly investigated; however, auditory responses in the

---

**Fig. 2.** Norepinephrine and the gating of auditory responses in NIf and HVC. (A) Interleaved air puffs (indicated by asterisks) to the bird’s skin completely suppress auditory responses in NIf (red) and HVC (blue) but have no effect on auditory responses in Field L (green). Auditory responses are measured as response strength with negative numbers signifying a suppression of activity relative to baseline. (B) Localized injection of high norepinephrine (5 mM) into NIf (top panel) causes a complete suppression of auditory responses in HVC evoked by the presentation of BOS. In contrast, injection of low concentrations of NE (0.5 mM) causes an increase in the evoked response as well as a suppression of spontaneous activity, effectively causing a large increase in response strength.
CM of awake birds to both BOS and non-BOS stimuli are reportedly robust (Bauer et al., 2008). Simultaneous recordings in NIf and HVC show that variability in awake auditory responses is strongly correlated between these nuclei (Cardin and Schmidt, 2004a), providing further support for the idea that NIf is the primary driver of auditory responses in HVC in both the sleep and awake states.

An examination of the receptive fields of putative interneurons in HVC (HVCint) found that the majority of single units had significant shifts in their receptive fields between the sleeping and awake states (Rauske et al., 2003; Raksin et al., 2012). Generally, neural responses were non-linear and BOS-selective in sleeping birds, but became highly linear in the awake bird, in some cases resembling receptive fields of midbrain auditory neurons (Woolley et al., 2006; Raksin et al., 2012). While a detailed analysis of single-unit auditory receptive field properties has not been performed in NIf, it is likely that such an analysis would show similar trends to those observed in HVC, suggesting that these structures operate under two very different auditory modes depending on the animal’s behavioral state. Functionally, the decrease of BOS selectivity in the NIf and HVC of awake birds affords these structures an increased responsiveness to ethologically relevant stimuli that include conspecific songs and female long calls (Bauer et al., 2008; Raksin et al., 2012; Lewandowski, unpublished data). The degree to which auditory tuning in the awake bird is selective to the BOS might, however, vary with developmental age and even with the species being studied. For example, HVC neurons in juvenile zebra finches show auditory related responses to both tutor song and the bird’s own song during waking states early in development (Nick and Konishi, 2005) and recordings from HVC in Bengal finches, starlings and several species of sparrows reveal auditory responses that are selective to the BOS in the awake animal (Margoliash and Konishi, 1985; George et al., 2005; Nealen and Schmidt, 2006; Prather et al., 2008; Sakata and Brainard, 2008; Prather et al., 2009).

3.3. Auditory responses in NIf are “gated” by norepinephrine

There is direct and indirect evidence that NIf receives several different neuromodulatory inputs. To date these include inputs from the cholinergic (Ryan and Arnold, 1981), noradrenergic (Mel-lo et al., 1998; Castelino and Schmidt, 2010) and possibly dopaminergic (Soha et al., 1996) systems. Given that auditory responses in HVC and NIf are strongly modulated by the animal’s behavioral state (Cardin and Schmidt, 2004a), it has been hypothesized that some of these neuromodulators act directly on NIf to modulate auditory responsiveness. While activation of cholinergic or dopaminergic receptors in NIf only modestly affect auditory responses (Cardin and Schmidt, unpublished data), addition of norepinephrine (or specific noradrenergic receptor agonists) profoundly alters auditory responses (and spontaneous activity) in both NIf and HVC (Fig. 2b) (Cardin and Schmidt, 2004b). Low doses of norepinephrine (NE) applied to NIf (0.5 mM; likely through the activation of α1-receptors) cause an enhancement of the evoked auditory responses recorded in HVC; this is combined with a concomitant decrease in HVC’s spontaneous activity resulting in a dramatic enhancement of the overall auditory signal to noise ratio. In contrast, higher doses of norepinephrine (5 mM; likely mediated through α2-receptors) cause a complete suppression of spontaneous as well as evoked auditory responses in both NIf and HVC (Cardin and Schmidt, 2004b). To test whether norepinephrine is directly involved in mediating behavioral state-dependent changes in auditory responses, Cardin and Schmidt (2004b) infused a cocktail of 31 and α2 adrenergic-receptor antagonists directly into NIf while using gentle arousal from sedation to shift the bird’s behavioral state. In the absence of adrenergic manipulation, brief arousal from sedation causes a near complete suppression of auditory responses in both HVC and NIf but not in field L (Cardin and Schmidt, 2003, 2004a). However, injection of adrenergic-receptor antagonists into NIf completely prevents arousal-induced suppression of BOS responses (Cardin and Schmidt, 2004b), providing direct evidence that norepinephrine mediates arousal-induced suppression in NIf and HVC.

The dose-dependent relationship of norepinephrine on auditory responses, with low doses enhancing responses and higher doses suppressing them, is consistent with its effect in other sensory systems (Aston-Jones and Cohen, 2005). As such it provides a mechanism by which norepinephrine might be able to modulate auditory responses in NIf (and therefore HVC), with small increases in NE enhancing auditory responses and large increases causing a suppression, or “gating”, of auditory responses into the song system. These findings suggest that norepinephrine, possibly in concert with other neuromodulators acting directly on HVC (Shea et al., 2003), plays a critical role in the modulation of auditory responses in NIf and HVC during singing. For example, HVC neurons in juvenile zebra finches show auditory related responses to both tutor song and the bird’s own song during waking states early in development (Nick and Konishi, 2005) and recordings from HVC in Bengal finches, starlings and several species of sparrows reveal auditory responses that are selective to the BOS in the awake animal (Margoliash and Konishi, 1985; George et al., 2005; Nealen and Schmidt, 2006; Prather et al., 2008; Sakata and Brainard, 2008; Prather et al., 2009).

3.2.3. Auditory responses during singing

Currently it is not known whether NIF neurons are sensitive to auditory input during singing, either in the form of auditory feedback from the song itself or to sounds that occur during singing and cause distortions in the auditory feedback signal. A number of studies recording either from HVC or LMAN (lateral magnocellular nucleus of the anterior nidopallium; a song nucleus that forms part of the anterior forebrain pathway), have failed to find any evidence that neurons in the song system respond to distortions in auditory feedback (Leonardo, 2004; Kozhevnikov and Fee, 2007; Bauer et al., 2008; Prather et al., 2008, but see Sakata and Brainard, 2008), even though such distortions eventually result in the degradation of a bird’s crystallized song (Leonardo and Konishi, 1999; Kozhevnikov and Fee, 2007). Given the lack of auditory responsiveness in these areas during singing, it has been suggested that auditory sensitivity might be gated during singing (Schmidt and Konishi, 1998; Cardin and Schmidt, 2004b; Hahnloser and Ganguly, in press). Several possible mechanisms for such gating have been proposed. While not mutually exclusive, some evidence suggests that gating occurs directly at the level of HVC, either through cholinergic modulation from the basal forebrain (Shea and Margoliash, 2003) or through direct influences from Uva (Akutagawa and Konishi, 2005; Coleman et al., 2007; Hahnloser et al., 2008), while other findings suggest that gating occurs directly at the level of NIf (see below). In contrast to NIf and HVC, sensitivity to distorted auditory feedback has been observed in Field L and CM (Keller and Hahnloser, 2009), consistent with the idea that gating of auditory responses likely occurs for the first time at the level of the song system.

**Fig. 3.** Premotor activity in NIf. Top. Sonogram of a single song with two motifs. Darker colors represent higher power at a given frequency. Bottom. Multunit activity recorded in NIf during the production of song. Note the increase in neural activity that occurs before the onset of vocal output. On the left, a shaded box highlights this premotor activity for the first introductory note whose onset is indicated by the vertical arrow. The suppression of spontaneous firing following premotor activity can also be seen in this example. On the right, the offset of song is indicated by the vertical arrow and the period of suppressed firing is highlighted with a shaded box.
2010; Shea and Margoliash, 2010), plays a fundamental role in modulating auditory input into the song system. Whether or not these neuromodulators play a role in directly gating auditory flow during singing is currently unknown.

4. Motor and motor-related neural activity in NIf

4.1. Vocal-motor activity in NIf and the song system

The neural basis of song production has been studied most extensively in HVC and its efferent target RA. Single unit recordings in HVC and RA reveal a sparse motor code underlying the production of song. In the zebra finch, RA-projecting HVC neurons (HVCRA) fire a single burst of action potentials at the same precise time in each song motif (Hahnloser et al., 2002), while projection neurons in RA fire multiple precisely timed bursts during each song motif (Yu and Margoliash, 1996; Leonardo and Fee, 2005). The variability of the timing of each burst across song renditions is remarkably low and typically less than a millisecond in both HVC and RA projection neurons (Chi and Margoliash, 2001; Kozhevnikov and Fee, 2007). Anatomical studies suggest that each HVCRA neuron projects to multiple RA neurons, and that each RA projection neuron receives input from multiple HVCRA neurons (Kittelberger and Mooney, 1999, 2005; Yip et al., 2012). This pattern of connectivity helps explain how the one-burst-per-motif firing pattern of HVCRA neurons gives rise to the multiple precisely timed bursts in RA.

Neither the firing patterns of identified NIf neurons during song, nor the precise connectivity between NIf and HVC neurons have been carefully examined, so the influence of NIf on motor activity in HVC is largely unknown. At the multiunit level, motor activity in NIf, HVC, and RA is broadly similar (Yu and Margoliash, 1996; Schmidt, 2003; Kozhevnikov and Fee, 2007; Lewandowski and Schmidt, 2011). Unlike single unit activity, multiunit activity in all three of these nuclei is characterized by increases in neural activity that precede vocal output and continue throughout song (Fig. 3). Multiunit activity is generally strongest shortly before and during syllable production and weakest during the times corresponding to silent intervals between syllables. Lewandowski and Schmidt (2011) quantified multiunit motor activity in NIf and found that it precedes the onset of song introductory notes by an average 45.7 ± 15.7 ms, which is remarkably similar to the song premotor onset value of 45 ms reported for HVC (Schmidt, 2003; Kozhevnikov and Fee, 2007). Consistent with the idea that activity in NIf during song production is motor and not auditory related, vocalization-related multiunit activity in NIf ends 26.5 ± 13.5 ms before vocal offset, and this cessation of premotor activity is accompanied by a general suppression of neuronal activity in NIf (Fig. 3), with firing rates remaining below baseline levels for an average of 240 ± 204 ms after song offset. This general pattern of premotor activity across many NIf sites is consistent for songs and long calls and agrees with latencies recorded in earlier studies (McCasland, 1987).

4.2. NIf and its role in driving premotor-like bursting in HVC in sleeping/sedated birds

Sleep is widely believed to be involved in learning and memory consolidation (Maquet, 2001; Walker et al., 2003; Stickgold, 2005). In humans it positively impacts performance in a number of tasks that include visual discrimination (Mednick et al., 2003), motor learning (Fischer et al., 2002), reaction time (Maquet et al., 2000), and spatial learning (Peigneux et al., 2004). The interaction between exposure to a task and sleep seems to be bi-directional: the exposure to a task affects the activity in the involved brain regions during sleep, and the activity during sleep positively affects performance on the task.

![Fig. 4. Antagonistic influences of NIf and Uva on HVC activity during sleep. Top. Diagram of connections between Uva and the Av–NIf–HVC sensorimotor loop. The populations of neurons whose interactions are outlined in the figure below are indicated by recording electrodes. Bottom. During sleep, HVC interneurons (HVCi) fire high-frequency bursts in brief epochs lasting several seconds. These bursts are driven by bursts in HVC-projecting NIf neurons (NIfHVC) that burst more or less regularly without forming epochs of increased burst rates. Burst epochs in HVCi are also shaped by single spikes (low frequency firing) in UvaHVC neurons: these spikes suppress bursting in HVCi neurons (as opposed to high-frequency bursts in UvaHVC neurons that may have an excitatory influence on HVCi bursting, not shown).](image-url)
correlates with increases in performance (Huber et al., 2004; Huber et al., 2006). Beneficial roles of sleep for behavioral learning are sometimes associated with sleep-related spontaneous neural activity that closely resembles activity that occurred during daytime behavior. In rats for example, hippocampal place cells that fire together during a spatial behavioral task also exhibit an increased tendency to fire together during subsequent slow-wave sleep (Wilson and McNaughton, 1994); and spike sequences of pyramidal cells during wheel running are ‘re-played’ during slow-wave sleep, though at a faster timescale than during behavior (Nadasdy et al., 1999).

In songbirds, some of the spontaneous bursting activity recorded in HVC and RA of sedated or sleeping birds also strongly resembles singing-related premotor activity both in terms of the structure of individual neural bursts and the temporal pattern of burst activity across neural ensembles (Dave and Margoliash, 2000). While it is not known whether the replay of premotor activity patterns during sleep observed in RA (Dave and Margoliash, 2000) also occurs in NIf, functional connectivity studies indicate that NIf is the highest place along the motor pathway (most distant from the muscles) to initiate and drive bursting activity in HVC and RA during sleep (Hahnloser and Fee, 2007). In theory, sleep related bursting activity in NIf and HVC could require input from Uva, the thalamic nucleus that provides ascending sensorimotor projections to both NIf and HVC. However, inactivation of Uva in sleeping birds actually leads to an increase in HVC burst rates, indicating that NIf is capable of driving sleep bursts in HVC without input from Uva (Hahnloser et al., 2008). Uva neurons that project to NIf (UvaNIf) and HVC (UvaHVC) form two separate, non-overlapping populations (Akutagawa and Konishi, 2010). While input from UvaHVC neurons actually suppresses bursting activity in HVC, bursts from UvaNIf neurons are strongly correlated with subsequent bursting in HVC (Hahnloser et al., 2008), indicating that NIf mediates the excitatory Uva drive destined for HVC (Fig. 4). Thus, through its excitatory projection to HVC, NIf plays an important role in driving the premotor-like bursting patterns observed in HVC and RA during sleep.

4.3. Potential roles of NIf in the production of song

The role of NIf in vocal motor production was investigated by Naie and Hahnloser (2011) using GABA and muscimol mediated reversible inactivation of NIf. The effects of NIf inactivation on song production were examined in zebra finches of three different age groups: young juveniles (36–50 days) singing subsong, older juveniles (51–83 days) singing plastic song, and adults (>100 days). NIf inactivation had no effect on subsong but had a profound effect on plastic song causing it to revert to a state resembling subsong both in terms of spectral sound features and song rhythm (Fig. 5). These findings parallel the effects of HVC lesions in juvenile birds, which do not alter subsong but cause plastic song to revert to the subsong state (Aronov et al., 2008). Because NIf is located upstream of HVC, these results indicate that NIf is critical for driving plastic song production in juveniles.

Given the large premotor bursts in NIf that precede song output (Lewandowski and Schmidt, 2011), NIf's strong excitatory projection to HVC (Coleman and Mooney, 2004), and the effects of NIf lesions on plastic song (Naie and Hahnloser, 2011), it seems reasonable that NIf should play a critical role in the production of crystallized song in adults. However, in contrast to HVC lesions, which in adult birds cause crystallized song to revert to subsong (Aronov et al., 2008), NIf lesions, either temporary (Naie and Hahnloser, 2011) or permanent (Cardin et al., 2005; Roy and Mooney, 2009), cause no significant deterioration in crystallized song. At most, NIf lesions in adult birds cause transient (hours to days) disruptions in syllable sequence stereotypy, manifested as an increased probability of stopping songs in mid-motif and occasional syllable loss or destabilization of harmonic stacks (Cardin et al., 2005; Roy and Mooney, 2009; Naie and Hahnloser, 2011). The decrease in stereotypy may indicate that NIf's excitatory input helps reinforce the sequence of motor activity in HVC that directs the spectrotemporal features of song; this type of reinforcement would fit with the evidence for direct excitatory input from NIf to HVC neurons (Coleman and Mooney, 2004). In the adult bird, the loss of this reinforcing input is presumably compensated for...
rapidly, as evidenced by the resumption of normal song production within a day following NIf lesions. Theories on NIf’s role in song learning, discussed in Section 5, may help explain why NIf actively shapes the motor output of plastic song in juveniles but only reinforces the production of crystallized song in adults.

In contrast to zebra finches, which sing a highly stereotyped song, lesions of NIf in Bengalese finches do have a profound effect on adult song production. Bengalese finches sing syntactically complex songs composed of a series of phrases, which resemble zebra finch motifs insofar as they consist of a stereotyped sequence of one or more syllables. These phrases are strung together in a pseudorandom order with each phrase having a certain probability of being either repeated or followed by a select number of other phrases (Okanoya, 2004). The effect of NIf lesions on Bengalese finch song can be generalized as a reduction or elimination of low probability phrase-to-phrase transitions, effectively causing songs to become less variable and more deterministic (Hosino and Okanoya, 2000). This suggests that NIf may play a role in controlling higher order syntactic structures in song. In a hierarchical view of the song system, where HVC encodes the structure of motifs/phrases, NIf might influence phrase transitions either by controlling these transitions directly or by injecting neural noise, which might bias phrase transition probabilities. Thus, in Bengalese finches with NIf lesions, songs become less variable because the absence of NIf input causes HVC to follow the more established phrase-to-phrase transitions. In zebra finches, whose songs lack higher order syntactic structures, NIf lesions would not be expected to have significant effects on song production. Further research into the effects of NIf lesions in songbird species with more syntactically complex songs would be particularly informative for the formation of more complete and conclusive theories about NIf’s involvement in the production of adult song.

4.4. Vocalization triggered fast gamma oscillations in NIf

In addition to premotor bursting during vocal production, NIf exhibits a form of vocalization-related neural activity that has yet to be reported in any other avian auditory or song system nucleus. Following the brief suppression of neural activity that occurs after song production (Fig. 3), NIf exhibits strong and coherent oscillatory activity in the fast gamma range (90–150 Hz; Fig. 6) (Lewandowski and Schmidt, 2011). These oscillations are observed both in local field potential (LFP) recordings and from the synchronized spiking activity of neurons in multiunit recordings (Fig. 6a). Similar gamma and fast gamma oscillations are found throughout the mammalian brain (Schoffelen et al., 2005; Siegel et al., 2008), including in human speech processing centers (Giraud and Poeppel, 2012), where their detection is facilitated by the laminated structure of mammalian cortex (Logothetis, 2003). Unlike other instances of event-related gamma oscillations, which rarely outlast the event that triggers them by more than a few seconds (Laurent and Naraghi, 1994; Siegel and Konig, 2003; Brugge et al., 2009; Fukuda et al., 2010), NIf’s gamma oscillations often persist for 30 or more seconds following singing (Fig. 6b), making them about an order of magnitude longer than event-triggered gamma oscillations reported in other systems.

The strength of fast gamma oscillations in NIf is strongly correlated with the amount of premotor activity that precedes them, meaning that longer vocalizations, such as song, are followed by significantly higher magnitude oscillations than shorter vocalizations (e.g. contact calls) (Lewandowski and Schmidt, 2011). These high-magnitude oscillations are strong enough to induce significant phase-locking in a subset of NIf single units. Interestingly, the distribution of power across the fast gamma range is highly stereotyped across sites and song renditions within each subject, but differs significantly across subjects (Fig. 6c) (Lewandowski and Schmidt, 2011). Modeling of oscillatory networks suggests that differences in fast gamma power distributions can be caused by...
differences in local network configurations (Bartos et al., 2007). It would be interesting to know if the differences in the distribution of fast gamma power between birds in NIf are established developmentally or whether they are shaped by experience, akin to the tutor-song-specific changes in spiking frequency that are observed in RA following first exposure to tutor song (Shank and Margoliash, 2009).

Oscillations that are directly associated with motor actions almost always precede the motor output (Mackay, 1997). The fact that NIf's oscillations always follow motor output suggests that they are more likely to be involved in functions associated with neural oscillations such as learning and memory (Fell et al., 2001; Aymacher et al., 2006) or facilitating communication between brain regions (Fries, 2005; Schoffelen et al., 2005). Interestingly, a recent study reported fast gamma oscillations during sleep in Area X (Yanagihara and Hessler, 2012), part of the basal ganglia circuitry in birds known to be important for enabling vocal plasticity and facilitating vocal learning (Brainard and Doupe, 2000b; Kao et al., 2005). If fast gamma oscillations are important for vocal learning in songbirds, then the song system would be well placed for becoming an attractive model system for studying the importance of oscillatory activity in motor learning.

5. The role of NIf in song learning and maintenance

5.1. Song learning and maintenance in zebra finches

Song learning is generally divided into several developmental stages. The first is a sensory phase during which juvenile birds hear and create a long-term memory of the tutor song. The second stage of song learning, the sensorimotor phase, begins with the production of subsong, a highly variable vocalization akin to infant babbling (Doupe and Kuhl, 1999; Doupe and Kuhl, 2008; Mooney, 2009). It is believed that the auditory feedback from subsong is used to establish sensorimotor maps of vocal space. At around 45 days post-hatch in the zebra finch, males begin to sing plastic song, a vocalization that is still variable but has more clearly defined syllabic units. With vocal practice and auditory feedback, a bird's plastic song becomes more structured and stereotyped as it is gradually shaped to match the stored memory of tutor song (Tchernichovski et al., 2001). The final stage of song learning, known as crystallization, occurs at the onset of sexual maturity. At this point the spectrottemporal features of song become fixed, variability is drastically reduced, and, in the case of zebra finches, the subject produces the same highly stereotyped rendition of song for life. Even after song learning has ended, auditory feedback is still required in order to maintain the stereotyped spectrottemporal structure of crystallized song (also called adult song), a process known as song maintenance (Nordeen and Nordeen, 1992; Lombardo and Nottebohm, 2000). Song maintenance is often thought of as an extension of song learning because both processes work to shape vocal output to match an internal representation of the bird's song (Sober and Brainard, 2009).

Song learning and vocal learning, including speech, are special cases of imitation learning in which the motor system must learn to produce an appropriate sequence of commands to faithfully reproduce a sensory template (usually acquired by sensory exposure to another subject). Models of song learning differ in how they propose auditory feedback is used to facilitate learning. Traditional models involve comparator-based learning circuits (Doya and Sejnowski, 1995; Fiete et al., 2004; Fiete et al., 2007). In these models, vocal performance is evaluated by comparing auditory feedback during singing with a stored template of tutor song or BOS. This auditory-derived performance evaluation signal is then mapped to the underlying vocal motor code and segments of the vocal motor circuitry are reinforced/modified based upon their success/failure to produce the desired auditory feedback. Through many cycles of this comparator-based learning, juveniles gradually shape their vocal output to match the stored template of tutor song. These comparator-based models typically do not ascribe any role to offline mechanisms during sleep (Fee and Goldberg, 2011).

In the inverse model of vocal learning (Fig. 7), auditory feedback during the plastic song phase is not necessarily used to evaluate vocal performance but is instead used to refine the map of auditory/vocal-motor space created during the subsong phase. In this model (Hahnloser and Ganguly, in press), vocal learning occurs when the auditory memory of tutor song is fed through the map of auditory/vocal-motor space to strengthen the motor connections that produce the desired auditory feedback. This process is
similar, at least conceptually, to how more prolific vocal learners, such as humans, reproduce vocalizations from memory. As the sensorimotor map of vocal space is refined through auditory feedback, the auditory memory of tutor song is able to modify motor circuitry more accurately. This process can be thought of as the auditory memory of tutor song driving the creation of a motor memory. Because this process does not rely on auditory feedback, the motor memory can in principle be written offline without the bird needing to sing, for example during sleep. Accordingly, inverse-based vocal learning theories may provide a natural framework for describing some of the sleep-related influences on behavioral learning summarized at the beginning of Section 4.2.

In this section, we discuss the evidence for NIf's involvement in song learning and maintenance and the potential functions that NIf may serve in these processes. NIf's location at the interface between sensory and motor areas and its role in driving activity in downstream structures during sleep, make it particularly well suited to contribute to offline shaping of motor memories.

5.2. NIf and the maintenance of crystallized song: a critical examination of the evidence

NIf is widely believed to have little to no involvement in song maintenance, a process that is often modeled as an extension of song learning. Here we will examine the reasoning and results of two classes of experiments that led to this conclusion and discuss whether it needs to be reexamined given recent discoveries in the song system.

Prior to the explicit demonstration of a direct anatomical (Bauer et al., 2008; Akutagawa and Konishi, 2010) or functional (Shaevitz and Theunissen, 2007) connection between CM/Av and HVC, it was generally believed that NIf was the only significant source of auditory information to HVC and the song system. Thus, it was presumed that bilateral NIf lesions would effectively ‘deafen’ the song system (Cardin et al., 2005) and cause degradation of crystallized song on the same time-scale (3–4 weeks) as deafening in young adult zebra finches (Nordeen and Nordeen, 1992; Lombardino and Nottebohm, 2000). When experiments found that song remained intact for 8 weeks following NIf lesions, this was taken as evidence that neither NIf, nor auditory input from NIf, was important for the maintenance of song in adult zebra finches (Cardin et al., 2005; Roy and Mooney, 2009). These findings, combined with the lack of motor deficits in song production following NIf lesions, left many researchers questioning whether NIf played any significant role in song system function. We now know, however, that HVC receives direct auditory input from CM/Av, and thus NIf lesions do not effectively ‘deafen’ the song system. What is not clear is how long song can remain intact with reduced, but not eliminated, levels of auditory feedback. To date, song has been tracked for ~2 months following NIf lesions (Cardin et al., 2005; Roy and Mooney, 2009). Consider, however, that even after complete deafening the songs of older adult zebra finches can retain their stereotyped spectrotemporal structure for more than a year (Lombardino and Nottebohm, 2000). Additional studies are needed to determine whether auditory input from CM/Av (and possibly LLV) provides enough information to allow for the perpetual maintenance of song in the absence of NIf, or if these other auditory inputs simply delay the rate at which song decays.

Similar to deafening, denervation of the ts-nerve (ts-nerve cut) causes the eventual degradation of normal adult crystallized song (Roy and Mooney, 2007). Here too, NIf lesions failed to prevent nerve-cut induced song decrystallization (Roy and Mooney, 2009). It has been hypothesized that this decrystallization is the result of song maintenance circuitry attempting to correct for the immediate and permanent spectral distortions of the song auditory-feedback signal caused by the ts-nerve cut. Normal song learning and maintenance are believed to involve the exploration of vocal space followed by the reinforcement of those vocal-motor patterns that successfully reproduce aspects of tutor song/BOS (Fee and Goldberg, 2011). By causing irreparable distortions in vocal output, ts-nerve cuts effectively prevent any vocal-motor patterns from successfully reproducing tutor song/BOS. Thus, any nuclei selectively involved in reinforcing successful vocal-motor patterns could theoretically be removed without significantly altering the manner in which song decrystallizes following ts-nerve cuts. The fact that NIf is not necessary for ts-nerve cut decrystallization is good evidence that NIf is not necessary for the exploration of vocal space in ts-cut birds (Roy and Mooney, 2009), but these results do not preclude NIf’s involvement in other aspects of vocal learning and maintenance.

5.3. Evidence for online and offline song learning

While it is clear that auditory feedback is necessary for vocal learning (Konishi, 1965; Lei and Mooney, 2010), it is not yet clear whether auditory feedback is used to guide modifications to vocal motor circuitry during singing or whether vocal motor circuitry is modified offline at times that are temporally dissociated from singing. Comparator-based vocal learning models usually assume that the processes underlying vocal learning occur online during singing (Fiete et al., 2007; Fee and Goldberg, 2011). Inverse models, on the other hand, do not rely on auditory feedback for the specific transformation of an auditory memory into a motor memory and thus could occur offline, such as during sleep, a period during which changes in song are known to occur (Deregnaucourt et al., 2005; Crandall et al., 2007; Margoliash and Schmidt, 2010). There are three general time windows during which aspects of vocal learning could occur: (1) Online during singing, (2) Offline after singing, and (3) Offline during sleep. We will review the evidence for vocal learning during each of these time windows and discuss how NIf might be involved in vocal learning and maintenance.

5.3.1. Online learning during singing

Vocal learning requires the difficult task of mapping auditory features to the vocal motor code that produced them. The existence of neurons in the auditory forebrain that are sensitive to distortions in auditory feedback during song production suggests that vocal performance evaluation might occur as the bird is singing (Keller and Hahnloser, 2009). While mapping of auditory feedback signals to the vocal motor code could conceivably occur during singing, there is a temporal credit assignment problem that needs to be solved to compensate for the intrinsic delay between the execution of a segment of motor code and the evaluation of the vocal output that was produced. However, recordings in zebra finches at both the single and multunit level have failed to find evidence for auditory-feedback related information in song motor nuclei during singing (Konishi, 2004; Kozhevnikov and Fee, 2007, but see Sakata and Brainard, 2008). In NIf, the strong suppression of neural activity beginning before the offset of vocal output (Lewandowski and Schmidt, 2011) strongly suggests that auditory feedback, much of which would reach NIf during these periods of inhibition, does not impact activity in NIf during vocal production.

5.3.2. Offline learning after singing in the awake bird

While much offline learning might occur during sleep, it is likely that multiple vocal learning related processes also occur in the awake, non-singing bird. Certainly, plastic song in juveniles changes throughout the day, becoming more stereotyped and presumably more closely matched to an internal template of tutor song (Deregnaucourt et al., 2005). Given the evidence discussed above that vocal performance related information may not reach motor structures during singing, some of the changes in plastic
song are likely caused by adjustments to the motor code that are made offline between song bouts.

The recent observation of prolonged periods of fast gamma oscillations in NIf following song bouts (Lewandowski and Schmidt, 2011) suggests a candidate time window during which offline vocal learning processes may occur. In support of this idea, gamma oscillations in the mammalian brain have been linked to numerous functions including memory consolidation (Fell et al., 2001; Axmacher et al., 2006), modulation of communication between brain regions (Buzsaki and Draguhn, 2004; Dan and Poo, 2004; Fries, 2005; Fries et al., 2008), and modulation of sensory processing (Cardin et al., 2009). Fast gamma oscillations in NIf, which induce coherent multunit bursts at ~8 ms intervals (exact spacing differs between subjects; Fig. 6c), could act as a timing reference signal to facilitate communication in the NIf–Av–HVC sensorimotor loop that links the auditory forebrain and the song system. NIf's oscillations could also facilitate the process of consolidating an auditory memory of tutor song into a motor memory through synaptic transformations that implement an inverse model. Such consolidation right after singing would have the benefit of being more immediate than sleep-dependent mechanisms. At this time, however, detailed models of how NIf's fast gamma oscillations could facilitate vocal learning will have to wait until further research determines how these oscillations impact neural activity in other nuclei, particularly Av and HVC, and whether these nuclei also exhibit gamma oscillations.

5.3.3. Offline learning during sleep

The effect of sleep on song learning has been shown both at the behavioral (Deregnaucourt et al., 2005) and neural levels (Shank and Margoliash, 2009; Rauske et al., 2010) at different stages of vocal development. In addition, the replay of premotor activity patterns during sleep observed in song control nuclei such as HVC and RA (Chi et al., 2008; Shank and Margoliash, 2009) suggests a possible neural correlate of sleep-related vocal learning processes. The combined roles of NIf as a driver of both plastic song and premotor-like bursting during sleep point to the possible involvement of NIf in shaping the developing premotor circuitry offline.

A role for sleep-related learning has been suggested in theories of inference learning, such as the wake-sleep algorithm (Hinton et al., 1995), and in theories of imitation learning via inverse models (Fig. 7) (Hahnloser and Ganguly, in press). A primary feature of these latter models is that they represent a direct mapping between the vocal motor neurons that produce a particular acoustic feature and the auditory neurons that respond to that same feature. Briefly, birds would first store an auditory memory of the tutor song during an initial phase of adult song exposure, a memory they then can recall autonomously. In a second stage, they would start with a variable vocal output (vocal babbling) that they use to learn the inverse model that represents the causal mapping between vocal-motor commands and auditory feedback responses. In a third stage, birds would recall the auditory memory of the tutor song and feed it into the inverse model to drive motor neurons, thereby forming a motor memory of the tutor song. This last stage, the transformation of an auditory into a motor memory, would not rely on auditory feedback and could occur during sleep or right after singing.

While experimental support for an inverse model mechanism is still lacking, indirect observations suggest its feasibility. In experiments performed on juvenile birds who have never been exposed to song, Shank and Margoliash (2009) showed that first exposure to song (in a manner that depends on auditory-feedback) causes a dramatic song-specific change in RA activity during sleep that precedes implementation of the actual vocal learning, which only occurs on the day following (i.e. after sleep) tutor exposure. Such a time-line of learning would be predicted by inverse models, which require that a memory of tutor song be formed before sleep-related activation of motor areas can be driven by an auditory memory. Accordingly, sleep-related NIf activity is expected to be dramatically different before and after first exposure to tutor song.

5.4. Potential roles for NIf in song learning

Multiple lines of evidence point to an active role for NIf in song learning. First, inactivation of NIf severely disrupts the production of plastic song in juveniles (Naie and Hahnloser, 2011). However, unlike the vocal motor deficits caused by HVC or RA lesions, the deficits in plastic song following NIf lesions cannot be explained as a general disruption of essential vocal motor circuitry because both subsong and crystallized song can be produced in the absence of NIf (Cardin et al., 2005; Roy and Mooney, 2009; Naie and Hahnloser, 2011). Thus, NIf actively drives the production of plastic song, which is critical for song learning. Second, recent work (Roberts et al., 2012) suggests that NIf also plays a role in either establishing an auditory memory of tutor song or in facilitating communication between auditory areas and song system nuclei (e.g. HVC) during the sensorimotor period of song learning. Specifically, selective inactivation of NIf, either permanently or reversibly, for the duration of a juvenile's exposure to tutor song, prevents the subject from accurately copying the tutor song. Consistent with this idea, microstimulation in NIf (and HVC) during tutor song presentation also significantly impairs a subject's ability to copy the tutor song when this perturbation is performed during the sensory phase of learning. In contrast, microstimulation applied to the Field L auditory complex adjacent to NIf does not cause any impairment.

Indirect evidence suggests that NIf may be involved in offline song learning processes. Along with HVC and Av, NIf is part of the sensorimotor loop that links the auditory forebrain and the song system (Akutagawa and Konishi, 2010; Lewandowski and Schmidt, 2011). This loop plays a critical role in enabling auditory information, which is critical for song learning and maintenance, to reach the song system. While the passage of auditory information to the song system appears to be suppressed during singing, the presence of fast gamma oscillations in NIf suggests that a period of increased communication between auditory and vocal motor structures may occur immediately after song production. Given that HVC activation during song can be thought of as divided into discrete windows of 8–10 ms that each represent the sparse activation of a select population of RA-projecting neurons (Leonardo and Fee, 2005) in a synfire-like manner (Fiete et al., 2004; Gibb et al., 2009), it is tempting to speculate that NIf's fast gamma oscillations, which occur every 7–11 ms, could provide a temporal backbone for integrating traces of vocal motor activity and auditory-feedback (possibly transformed into a vocal performance evaluation signal). Such timing could also be useful for driving the consolidation of an auditory memory into a motor memory proposed by inverse models.

Given that NIf drives premotor-like bursting in HVC neurons during sleep (Hahnloser and Fee, 2007), it is reasonable to suspect that NIf may also influence the replay of vocal motor activity observed in HVC and RA during sleep. The recent observation of bursts of high-gamma oscillations during sleep in the AFP (Yanagihara and Hessler, 2012) suggests that such replay might even be related to the oscillatory activity in NIf following singing. In the inverse model of vocal learning, motor replay would have to access areas like NCM and CM, which have been suggested as sites for the storage of the tutor song memory (Bolhuis and Gahr, 2006; Phan et al., 2006; London and Clayton, 2008). Given that NIf lies at the interface of the auditory and motor system and forms part of the NIf/Av/HVC sensorimotor loop, it is likely to play a critical role.
role in allowing the motor system access the auditory system. It may even play a critical role in the mapping of vocal motor neurons and tutor-selective auditory neurons.

5.5. Potential roles for NIf in song maintenance

The involvement of NIf in the maintenance of adult song is probably the most contentious aspect of NIf’s function. While there is currently no experimental evidence demonstrating that NIf is involved in the maintenance of crystallized song, there are reasons (discussed in Section 5.2) to believe that further investigation may reveal that NIf does in fact play a role in song maintenance. One experiment that could prove particularly informative would be to investigate the necessity of NIf for the recovery of crystallized song following distorted-auditory-feedback (DAF) induced decrystallization (Leonardo and Konishi, 1999). This technique works by using triggered playback of an occluding stimulus (e.g., a noise burst, or another song syllable) to disrupt auditory feedback for a selected portion of a subject’s song. Continuous DAF eventually causes song to decrystallize in a manner similar to deafening (Leonardo and Konishi, 1999; Kozhevnikov and Fee, 2007). What makes this technique interesting, and potentially very powerful, is that once the DAF is stopped, subjects slowly recover normal song over the course of a few months (Leonardo and Konishi, 1999). This process resembles song maintenance, rather than song learning, because it occurs after sexual maturity and subjects recover their own song instead of attempting to achieve a better match of tutor song. If NIf is critically involved in the maintenance of learned vocalizations, then lesions of NIf following DAF-induced song decrystallization should prevent, or at least slow, the recovery of normal song.

6. Conclusions and relevance to speech processing and learning

Song production in birds and speech production in humans share many similarities. At the developmental level, both require auditory feedback for proper acquisition and both progress through similar stages beginning with an early acquisition phase in which speech sounds and song are mapped perceptually. This sensory phase is then followed by a vocal exploratory phase, known in humans and birds respectively as babbling and subsong (Immelmann, 1969; Kuhl, 2004; Doupe and Kuhl, 2008). These early stages then transition to a more intermediate level of processing in which syntactical rules are established (Gardner et al., 2006; Hickok et al., 2011) that, by virtue of their rooting in the literature on control theory dealing with internal models, share similarities with circuit models described in the avian song system (Troyer and Doupe, 2000b; Hahnloser and Ganguly, in press).

The requirement for auditory feedback in vocal learning and maintenance in both humans and songbirds has resulted in a similar requirement for both anatomical and functional mappings between auditory areas specialized in processing vocal signals and motor areas responsible for vocal production. This need for an integration of auditory and motor information during speech processing (acquisition, production and perception) has brought about circuit models of the human cortex (Guenther, 1995; Guenther et al., 2006; Hickok et al., 2011) that, by virtue of their rooting in the literature on control theory dealing with internal models, share similarities with circuit models described in the avian song system (Troyer and Doupe, 2000b; Hahnloser and Ganguly, in press).

Internal (forward and inverse) models are powerful tools that the brain may use in its various tasks of learning, monitoring, and evaluating of vocal signals. Given the lack of sensory feedback signals during singing in the vocal control areas of some birds, one possibility is that sensory feedback could act silently to train an inverse song model (Hahnloser and Ganguly, in press). Moreover, sensory feedback signals could be gated off because they may have been replaced by forward predictions of the sensory (auditory and somatosensory) consequences of the generated vocal motor commands (Jordan and Rumelhart, 1992; Troyer and Doupe, 2000a; Hickok et al., 2009), for which there is evidence in higher auditory areas in both mammals (Elades and Wang, 2008) and birds (Keller and Hahnloser, 2009). Forward models provide an internal estimate of the vocal tract; such models are based on learned associations between issued motor commands and sensory outcomes (Guenther and Ghosh, 2003; Hickok et al., 2011). Once established, forward models could be used during normal vocalizations and presumably be updated by sensory feedback. The main use of forward models is to predict sensory feedback ahead of time and so these models can help to circumvent problems associated with delays of sensory feedback.

In the zebra finch, NIf fits many of the criteria for serving as an internal model for song because (a) as a hypothetical forward model NIf receives auditory (from CM) and somatosensory input (from Uva), exhibits vocal motor activity, and likely receives corollary motor commands from HVC via its reciprocal input with nucleus Avalanche and (b) as a hypothetical inverse model, NIf provides the main source of auditory input to downstream premotor and motor areas.

Interestingly, NIf shares many features with area Spt (named because of its location in the Sylvian fissure at the parietal–temporal boundary) in the human speech processing circuit. Like NIf, Spt is situated at the center of a network of auditory (superior temporal gyrus) and motor (pars opercularis, premotor cortex) areas (Hickok et al., 2003; Hickok et al., 2009). Area Spt is also involved in speech production, although its exact role is unclear, and it is proposed to act as the internal model of the vocal tract, receiving corollary discharge from the “vocal motor controller” in the motor cortex and sensory input from auditory cortex (Hickok et al., 2011). Although clear differences exist between human speech processing and song control in birds, the general shared computational needs and functional organization between both systems suggest that fundamental principles might be extracted by studying both systems in parallel. Understanding the similarities and differences between NIf and Spt and their respective roles in song and speech processing might be a good place to start. For example, given that Spt responds to distorted auditory feedback (Touville et al., 2008), it will be worthwhile to probe for similar responses in NIf.

In the songbird, as this review points out, many questions still remain unanswered regarding how auditory to motor transformation occurs during the context of vocal learning and production. NIf is functionally placed, and has many of the neural attributes, to serve a critical function in the learning, maintenance, and production of song, but research into NIf’s role in these processes has yielded more questions than answers. While we know that auditory feedback is necessary for song learning, the mechanisms by which this feedback instructs motor structures such as HVC and RA are not yet understood. Anatomy and auditory neurophysiology suggest that NIf is part of the auditory feedback pathway; however, the gating of auditory responses during singing is not consistent with a conceptual framework in which NIf simply relays auditory inputs to motor structures. It appears likely therefore that most communication between auditory areas and the song system occurs offline, possibly immediately after singing or during sleep, time windows during which NIf could facilitate this communication.

In the zebra finch, NIf’s role in song production and learning appears to be tied mainly to two developmental phases: in a sensori-motor learning phase NIf has a direct online involvement in song production (Naie and Hahnloser, 2011), and in a sensory learning phase NIf is involved in mediation of critical sensory input during song exposure (tutoring) (Roberts et al., 2012). In addition, the effects of NIf lesions on crystallized songs of Bengalese finches sug-
gest that NIf may also play a role in the production of higher order syntactic structures not found in zebra finch song. While it is clear that NIf plays an important role in song learning and production, additional experiments will be necessary to determine the exact nature of NIf’s involvement in these processes. The challenge with studying vocal learning is that it likely involves both online (during singing) and offline (during awake non-singing periods or during sleep) interplay between auditory and motor mechanisms in a slowly developing system. In the end, understanding the mechanism(s) by which NIf facilitates learning will yield fundamental new insights into the neural computations and strategies that underlie sensorimotor learning in general, and the acquisition of learned vocalizations, like human speech, in particular. Conversely, application of some of the conceptual frameworks developed from human speech processing will greatly benefit studies aimed at uncovering the neural mechanisms underlying song production and learning.
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